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Keys.Q: How to use UserControl to navigate between two
forms? I have two forms: Forms1 and Forms2. I want to
navigate from Forms2 to Forms1 using UserControl. This

link to a video where it explains how to navigate
between form in the same project. I think this tutorial is
explains a way to navigate between two form in same

project. But my problem is that I have two project and I
need to navigate between forms from Forms1 to Forms2

and from Forms2 to Forms1. Both are in the same
solution. A: If you use a standard.aspx or.vb.net form,
you have no access to the "current" form. You need to

find a way to get the current form. If you use a
UserControl or a Content Control, you could try to

implement the OnPreRender event to create a reference
to the current form. But like @Brynmoore said, i wouldn't
do this. So if this question was based on your idea to use
a UserControl, you need to provide a better explanation
about what you really want to achieve. Determine the
coordination of your recruits and staff in the areas of
physical and psychological preparation, nutritional

intake, and necessary maintenance of their equipment.
Ensure compliance of all safety rules and regulations.
Direct the activities and training of your recruits and

staff. Train recruits and staff. Review safety of all areas
of operations (house, vehicles, etc.) and procedures for

safety. Physical Fitness Training
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___________________________________ Acceleration Training
___________________________________ Spin Training

___________________________________ Plyometrics Training
___________________________________ Weight Training

Training ___________________________________ Punching
___________________________________ Kicking

___________________________________ Defense Techniques
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